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••• at 1000 feet
per minute!

•Threading its way through a gigantic continuous-annealing furnace
at speeds up to 1000 feet per minute,
steel strip behaves erratically. It
tends to wander and weave. It fouls
the rolls. Sometimes it breaks. Then
production on a multi-million-dollar
unit, designed for high-speed operation, slows down or stops dead ...a
very costly business.
To solve this problem—to keep
strip from running crooked—all sorts
of schemes have been tried; crowned
rolls, higher tension on the strip,
side guides. None of them worked as
hoped for. Each merely added new
problems of its own. To make matters worse, with recent trends to
longer strip, to higher speeds and
longer processing lines, these tracking and aligning difficulties were furBent application of basic engineering
ther aggravated.
principles—is full of promise not
But the answer has been found. only
for continuous strip lines of all
In the development of the Lorig
kinds, but wherever production deAligner, United States Steel has
pends on accurate tracking of the
come up with a novel, yet surprismaterial. In other words,if centering
ingly simple solution. For these rolls,
and alignment is the problem, the
named for the inventor—a U. S.
Long Roll is literally the key to conSteel engineer—are automatically self
tinuous high-speed production.
centering. Set in the continuousThe Long Aligner is another exannealing line shown here, they now
track the strip—no matter what its ample of United States Steel's active
speed—relentlessly toward the cen- research program which has enabled
countless manufacturers to improve
ter of the roll. These remarkable rolls
their production methods and make
even anticipate trouble and realign
better products in the bargain. In
wayward strip 30 feet before it
the field and in research laboratories,
reaches the roll.
trained U. S. Steel engineers and
The result? Clean, bright strip,
metallurgists are working to help
flat and undamaged, uniformly and
make the manufacture of steel—and
perfectly annealed, reeling off the its use—more
efficient.
delivery end at the rate of 1000 feet
United States Steel Comper minute.
pany, 525 William Penn
The U•S•S Long Aligner—a brilPlace, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

THE U-S•S LORIG ALIGNER consists of a divided roll (conical effect exaggerated
at the right) with each conical half running on a common rotating axle that is
slightly deflected in the center so that the upper surfaces of the cones form a straight
surface. As the strip passes over the roll, strongly converging lateral forces are
set up to exert a powerful centering action on the strip that immediately corrects
any deviation and keeps the strip running straight and true.
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The Cover
This high-speed rolling mill is a typical
example of the tools, equipment, and
power conceived and developed by the
engineer and made available to the
American workman. From a painting by
Peter Helck. Courtesy of GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The Frontispiece
Directing the arrangement of high-voltage equipment from a ladder in General
Electric's high-voltage laboratory at
Pittsfield, Massachusetts, is J. H. Hagenguth, engineer in charge. Framed in
three huge sphere gaps, used to measure
voltage in the lightning experiments,
the "lightning scientist" is preparing to
set off a 10,000,000-volt man-made
charge. Courtesy of GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
PHOTO CREDITS: Pages 8 and 9, Reserve Mining Company, Duluth, Minnesota; Page 12, (right) North American
Aviation, Inc.; Pages 12, 13, and 34,
Westinghouse.
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF
1953
You are cordially invited to
visit Rose Polytechnic
Institute during the
present school year to learn more
about your college entrance and
the engineering courses available to you at
Rose. The next freshman class
will be admitted
September 8, 1953.
NOBLE C. BLAIR
Admissions Counselor

ROSE POLYTECHNIC

INSTITUTE

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Page 4
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[low iligh?
40,000 feet up, bucking the sonic
barrier can be a "breath-taking"
experience ... one reason why
jet pilots require medically
pure Airco oxygen.

Down, down, 14,000 feet or
more, to the oil-bearing depths,
through rock and shale and
abrasive sands ... Airco
hardfacing alloys "spearhead"
the whirring bits of an oil
well drill string.

afthefrontiers ofprogress you'll&d
From supplying the vital breath of high altitude aviation ... to
toughening the drills that bore miles into the earth's crust — Air Reduction products span an incredible range of industrial applications!
Just review the requirements of American industry: from basic
chemicals and gases ... to the hand tools and precision machinery
used to weld, cut and shape metal parts ... in fields as remote as
textiles and turboprops ... you'll find the Air Reduction Company
... and contributing
improving the products and processes of today.
tomorrow.
of
to the discoveries
In fact, wherever progress is racing ahead to new frontiers, you'll
find an Air Reduction Product.

AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INCORPORATED
60 EAST 42nd STREET

NOVEMBER. 1952

•

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY, AIR
REDUCTION PACIFIC COMPANY, AIR REDUCTION MAGNOLIA COMPANY...Industrial Gases, Welding and Cutting Equipment
• AIRCO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
DIVISION • NATIONAL CARBIDE COMPANY ... Calcium Carbide • OHIO CHEMICAL & SURGICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,
OHIO CHEMICAL PACIFIC COMPANY...
Medical Gases and Apparatus — Hospital
Equipment • PURE CARBONIC COMPANY
... Carbonic Gas and -Dry-Ice" • AIRCO
COMPANY INTERNATIONAL...Export • AIR
REDUCTION CHEMICAL COMPANY...
Tertiary Acetylenic Alcohols and Glycols
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Hardly a day passes without interviewers from several large companies visiting the Rose
campus to vie for the services of the members of the Class of '53. Prospects are excellent
that engineering graduates will enjoy a "sellers' market" for their talents long after everyone
reading this article has been graduated.
In the confusion accompanying the mad whirl of interviews, let's not lose sight of fair
play in dealing with prospective employers. To Rose men seeking employment now or in the
future, The Technic offers the following code of ethics, which was formulated by the National
Electrical Maufacturers Association.
1. In anticipation of an interview with an organization, it must be the
responsibility of the student to prepare himself properly by reading literature,
attending meetings at which the story of that industry is being presented, organizing his own thoughts in order to ask and answer questions, and being as
fully informed as possible on the type of business conducted by that organization.
2. He should be prompt in meeting interviewers and in handling his correspondence.
3. He should not accept interviews after he has signed up with a company.
4. After accepting an offer, he should promptly notify those companies
whose offers are to be rejected.
5. He should use care in filling out various necessary forms.
6. He should recognize that failure to answer offers of employment is
detrimental to his classmates, and therefore, he should be prepared to make
his decision far enough in advance of his graduation so that industry can
make its plans.
7. He should keep the placement office or faculty members intimately
advised concerning his negotiations.
8. He should recognize that regardless of the number of interviews he
takes he should conduct himself in a businesslike manner and not expect
individual or unusual consideration or entertainment.
9. He must recognize that he must sell himself and that industry can advance him only on the basis of his performance.
Adherence to these principles will pay real dividends to the young engineer entering industry.
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T is for Taconite
By Ralph A. Llewellyn, soph., ch.e.
In the summer of 1884 the first
boatload of rich Mesabi Range iron
ore sailed from Minnesota destined
for the blast furnaces at Pittsburgh.
Since that year, our ever-expanding
economy and two world wars have
drained off more than two billion
tons of the once abundant, high grade
ore.
Iron ore is not an annual crop;
once harvested it is gone forever.
It is possible that to the next generation the taking of high grade ore
from the Mesabi Range may be a
thing of the past, mentioned, perhaps,
in history books in connection with
the rise of our great steel industry.
America's steel companies, preparing for this event, have located
rich deposits of ore in Venezuela,
Brazil, Liberia, and Labrador. Obviously, getting ore from these deposits to American mills would require extensive overseas supply
lines; supply lines that could be an
Achilles heel in time of war.
To guard against such a situation
the steel industry began this summer
to write a new page of industrial history. They are going to do in a short
time what took nature millions of

years to accomplish. Perhaps an explanation is in order.
Ages ago, the rich deposits of ore
we've mined so freely were scattered
particles of iron imbedded in hard
rock. Over the years water gradually
washed away the rock leaving vast
beds of iron oxide behind. The steel
companies are attempting, by mechanical means, to separate the iron
from the billions of tons of low grade
ores, called taconite, which still
blanket much of the region. Taconite
is a very hard rock that usually runs
about 25% iron.
Most of this ore is of a non-magnetic type which still defies commercial separation; however, near the
eastern end of Minnesota's taconite
deposit lies a bed of about five billion
tons of magnetic taconite that has
proven much more tractable.
To get the iron from this magnetic
taconite, the steel companies have invested over one-half billion dollars
with the job only begun. High on the
new construction priority list are
new mining facilities, power lines,
railroads, and entire towns to house
company personnel. One example of
these towns is the Reserve Mining

Taconite showing black streaks rich in iron.
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Company's Lakeside Project near
Babbit, Minnesota, which will eventually house several thousand people
and have its own public utilities,
schools, churches, and shopping district.
Also high on the construction list
will be docking facilities for the ore
boats. Lake Superior's north shore,
noted for its ruggedness, gives very
little protection to shipping. In fact
only two spots between Duluth and
the Canadian border offer any protection to docking facilities. One of
these is Two Harbors, the other
Grand Marais. Both are too distant
from the taconite mining district to
be used to any great extent as ports.
For this reason Reserve Mining is
constructing an entire harbor at
Beaver Bay, which is about fifty
miles from Babbit, by building a
breakwater from the mainland to
two small rocky islands offshore.
The processing plants themselves
will be located at various places in
the district. The Erie Mining Company has projects planned for Aurora and Two Islands, Minnesota.
Oliver Mining Company has plants
at Virginia and Iron Mountain, MM-

Air view of Babbitt plant.
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Flow chart for taconite processing. (Reserve Mining Company)

nesota. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company has projects scheduled in both
Minnesota and Michigan. Reserve
Mining Company will have two
plants, one at Babbit; the other at
Beaver Bay. The Beaver Bay plant
would eventually be expanded to
concentrate ten million tons of iron
ore from taconite each year.
Taconite Processing
Producing iron ore concentrate
from taconite sounds simple; in
practice it is quite a different story.
As you follow the concentrating process step-by-step, we will point out
a few of the spots where difficulties
arose and how they were dealt with.
The process is shown schematically
on the flow chart. (The process outlined below is essentially the one
that will be used by Reserve Mining

Company. The methods used by the
other companies differ somewhat in
the details.)
The taconite, one of the hardest
rocks, requires special treatment
right from the first. Due to its extreme hardness, holes for blasting are
made by a jet piercing machine like
the one you see on this page. The
jet piercing device mixes kerosene
and oxygen, producing heat of about
4500°F. that burns through the hardest taconite. A photograph of a hole
burred by one of these machines
also appears on this page. Explosives
are inserted in these holes and the
ore is blasted loose.
The taconite, after preliminary
crushing, is shipped by rail to the
main processing plant where it is run
through a series of three crushers,

Jet piercing machine in operation.
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which continue crushing until the
rocks average three-quarters of an
inch in size. It is then passed into
a rod mill, which consists of a revolving steel cylinder containing
loose steel bars. The rod mill continues to break the rock until most
of it is pebble size or smaller; after
that the taconite is ready for the
first separation.
The separation is accomplished by
adding water and circulating the
mixture through an open-top trough
over which passes a slow moving
belt. Behind the belt is a powerful
electromagnet that holds the particles
richest in iron against the belt until
they are carried to one side—out of
the magnet's field—and dropped or
washed into a collection bin. The
Continued on page 18

Blast hole pierced in taconite.
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By Jack Fare11, jr., ch.e.; Jack Freely,
Millions Of Bubbles
On Monday, October 26, the senior
mechanicals were running an office
experiment in the Fluids Lab. The
men were in position to read their
sages. The pump was started; then
it happened. Soap bubbles started to
fill the lab. After the motor was shut
off, a few intelligent individuals tried
to wash the suds away with a hose.
This only got them more suds. The
pump was started again to see what
effect it would have. Again, more
suds resulted. By this time there
were several cubic feet of suds (an
estimate of 5000 Cu. ft. has been
heard) and more still available. Thus
the long-thought-of practical joke had
been carried out.
After all the suggested solutions
were considered, the decision was
reached to drain the whole system
and refill it. All 7000 gallons of water
were removed. Three thousand gallons were used to flush it out, and
6000 gallons were used to refill the
system. Five hundred pounds of
borax had to be added to the water.
This incident was humorous to the
innocent by-standers, but to the two

men who spent all day Saturday
cleaning up the mess it was not as
funny. The joke was fairly expensive
when the price of water, borax, and
labor are considered.
All of this was not wasted, however. In cleaning out the water, two
fountain pens, a pound of mercury,
and two pennies were found. All the
soap certainly must have cleaned the
place somewhat, and think of the
sweet odor the lab must have. The
soap in the pipes will also give the
mechanicals another boogy factor to
add to the books full they have already.

After being drenched with water, the
frosh were released and then prodded further to rebellion. A slight
skirmish followed on the football
field, and the event ended with tension at a peak.
Sensing the inability of the frosh
to gather for an encounter, the
"tough guys" continued their garter
checks and lake dippings. After a few
weeks, the frosh retaliated, and the
event moved to the mud pond.
Several pounds of mud and gallons
of water later, the contestants retired to class, much to the distress
of the viewers.

In the latest battle, the sophoThe Eternal Battle
mores, using their superior knowlWhile the upperclassmen are edge in military tactics, formed for
struggling through the almost in- an ambush, which can be paralleled
surmountable pile of books, the only with that of the Little Bighorn.
frosh and sophomores are "strug- A few brave expendable scouts were
gling it out," toe to toe. On the sent to the dormitory with orders to
first Thursday of school, the frosh return with a freshman. The remainwere soundly defeated to the tune of der of the class waited under the
water and other persuasive means. cover of brush. The valiant few reThe frosh were marched to the base turned to the lake with a howling
of the bleachers and forced to squirm freshman. A score of freshmen, hearin the filth and grime of humiliation, ing the commotion, charged to the
while yelling their beloved cheers. lake and commenced to slaughter the

The case of the frothy hydraulics lab, or ......ho put the Tile in the flume?
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jr., c.e.; and Herbert Smith, soph., e.e.
hand-full of sophomores. The trap touchdown. Rose was scored on
was set! Over the blue horizon again in the third period when
charged mud-thirsty sophomores. Franklin drove downfield from their
The frosh were driven into the mud, own 27. Rose's offense carried them
and the battle moved into high gear. at one time to the Franklin 12, but
Fifteen minutes later the fight was they were held back.
over, and another chapter was
Engineers Romp Eureka
written in the never-ending brawls
Starved for three successive
between the two underclasses.
games, the Engineers met the Red
Devils from Eureka on the Rose
Rose Downed
field in the fourth game and rambled
By Manchester
to an easy 33-7 victory. The first
Manchester threw the book at our half of the game was played on alFighting Engineers by laying them most even terms, with Rose leading
low 21-0. The first touchdown was at half-time, 13-7. In the second half
scored on a 26-yard play in the first the Engineers held Eureka to 26
period. A third period touchdown yards rushing and zero first downs,
was pushed over from the one-foot while rolling up 20 points to ice the
line and another in the fourth was game.
scored on a 57-yard run. The loss
The first time Rose got the ball,
was credited to inexperience with they marched down to the Red
future prospects appearing brighter. Devils' 2 yard line. Four tries at the
line were of no avail, and the ball
Franklin Beats Rose
went over to Eureka on downs. On
Rose fell to Franklin 13-0, but the first play from scrimmage, Ellis
put up a good fight all the way. Horton crashed through his left
Franklin blocked a Rose punt to tackle for 98 yards and pay dirt.
gain possession of the ball to the After this single show of strength,
Engineer 31-yard line, and then the Red Devils never really threatwent the rest of the way for a ened again.

In the second quarter, after a susstained drive, Merrelli scored the
first Rose touchdown to tie the score
at 7-7. Shortly before the half ran
out, a kick was blocked by Mogle
and recovered by Verdeyen on
Eureka's 8-yard stripe. Two plays
later Merrelli's pass to Mogle was
complete, and Rose led at the halftime 13-7.
Samuels drove for the lone score
in the third period, but in the fourth,
plunges by Young and Calabro were
enough to ice the game. Rose rolled
up a total of 302 yards for 17 first
downs to 188 yards and 2 first downs
for Eureka. The leading ground
gainers of the day were Young with
46 yards and Stoker with 63 yards.
The longest run of 22 yards was also
turned in by Stoker. All three of the
Rose interceptions were made by
Binder.
The Glee Club
September 18, 1952, marked the
first meeting of the Glee Club for
the new school year. At this meeting
the assembled warblers elected Bob
Miller, junior E.E., to the presidency
Concluded on page 26

Everyone came to th e "Senior Stomp"
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Ra.eaiwit and
By Fritz Wheeler, Sr., e.e., John Rinker,
Deck-Edge Elevators
For U.S.S. Forrestal
The world's mightiest aircraft
carrier, the U.S.S. Forrestal now
under construction, will have deckedge elevators. The elevators will
move planes between the flight deck
and the hanger deck. Old type inboard elevators left large vacant
spaces on the flight deck when taking on planes from the hanger deck.
The deck-edge type will leave the
flight deck clear so that planes can
take off and land while others are
being moved.
The elevators will measure 60 by
60 feet and will extend out over the
water at approximately the midpoint
of the carrier. They will be raised
and lowered by Oildraulic engines.
All the Navy's first-line carriers—
the Wasp, Enterprise, Midway,
Franklin Roosevelt and others—are
equipped with such elevators.
Rate of Descent Indicator
An electrical-optical "brain" to
give instant data on how fast an
airplane "hits the deck" or lands has
won its sea legs in operational tests
aboard the Navy's aircraft carrier
Midway.
Forrestal's deck-edge elevator.

The instrument, Touchdown Rate
of Descent Indicator, is nicknamed
TRODI. In the past the rate of descent for an experimental airplane
has been recorded by cameras, but
the photographed data was not available for several days. TRODI flashes
this information immediately at far
less cost.
All new Navy airplanes must be
tested for rate of descent before they
are placed in regular operation. Formerly, in carrier landings with an
experimental plane, a pilot would
not know for some time if he had
come in for a landing at the correct
rate of descent. With TRODI'S rapid
"brain", the data is ready for the
pilot as soon as he steps from the
cockpit. He can then correct his future landings if necessary.
A vital part of recent carrier
suitability tests aboard the Midway
for the FJ-2 Fury Jet and three other
new Navy fighters, the new instrument recorded in a few landings results that would have required a
number of days with the old camera
method.
TRODI measures rate of descent
with an accuracy of 0.4 feet per
second and is in regular service with
the U.S. Navy. The instrument also
has applications to benefit other
branches of the military services and
civil aviation.
Portable, easy-to-handle, the instrument measures the rate of descent that aircraft structures can
withstand, helps evaluate landing
characteristics of airplanes controlled
by automatic or manual systems,
helps instructors teach student pilots
in skillful and safe landings, and aids
in determining landing conditions
suitable for various aircraft.
To seek rate of descent data,
TRODI sends out two parallel beams
of light, thin vertically and wide

TROD!

horizontally. They are one foot apart.
A mirror system on the incoming
airplane cuts the top beam, reflecting the light back to a photo-electric
cell, which starts an electrical charge
into a condenser. The descending airplane then cuts the second and lower
beam, reflects it, and stops the charge
going into the condenser.
The electrical charge stored during
the interval between beams is quickly translated by TRODI from voltage
to rate of descent in feet per second.
Drilling of Curved Holes
A new method has been developed
for drilling holes along an arc. Using
this method—an electric arc method
—holes of a diameter larger than
0.040-inch have been drilled in cast
iron along an arc of a radius from
about 1 to 4 inches. The electric arc
method was developed in order to
place thermocouple junctions inside
a casting at a point not accessible by
a single straight hole.
The curved hole drilling device
uses the electrical circuit and cooling
fluid of a disintegrating machine.
These machines remove metal in the
hole to be drilled by electric arcing
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Sr., ch.e., and Jack Vrydagh, Sr., m.e.

machines is unsatisfactory. The
curved hole apparatus uses a separate vibrator and depends on the disintegrating machine only for its coolant flow and electric current for
arcing.
When drilling a hole along the
path of an arc, it is necessary that
the electrode body follow the hole
made by the tip. Arcs and helices
are typical of the curves that can
be drilled. Electrodes of 0.050 to
0.075-inches have been used to drill
2
/
holes that have radii of about 2-1
inches and an arc length up to 2
inches.

Cut-away view of curved hole.

and subsequent quenching of the
molten metal by a cooling fluid
passed through the center of the
hole-drilling electrode. The electrode
is generally a circular tube, however,
any shape hole can be drilled by
using triangular, square or other
shaped electrodes. The arc at the
electrode tip is produced by vibrating
the electrode.
In the disintegrating machine, the
current that flows when the electrode makes contact with the work
piece is also the current used to break
the contact between the electrode
and work piece. This is done by conducting the electrode current through
a coil so located that it lifts the shaft
which the electrode is mounted on
each time the circuit is closed. When
the circuit is opened, the magnetic
pull ceases, and electrical contact is
made again as the spring loaded shaft
returns the electrode to the drilling
position.
In the curved hole drilling rig, it
is necessary to vibrate the electrode
along the path of its arc, and, therefore, the straight line vibration motion of conventional disintegrating
NOVEMBER, 1952

New Anode Breakers For
Rectifier Circuits
Circuit breakers used in the anode circuit of ignitron restifiers are
exposed to a service both unusual
and severe. The current through
them is neither true alternating current nor direct current; it is pulsating but undirectional. The maximum current the breaker will be
called upon to interrupt is almost
impossible to predict, but the rate
of rise is rapid and the current can
be very high. Also the circuit opening must be really fast—and the
breaker must open positively after
perhaps many months of being closed
in contaminated atmospheres such
as are found in chemical plants and
similar installations.
A new breaker designed to fill this
bill operates to limit the current
in about 0.04 second. It has a roller
bearing latch, which eliminates possibility of sluggish opening due to
corrosion. Contacts and arc chutes
have been made heavier. The anode
breaker is developed for metalclad
drawout construction, which makes
possible a quick interchange of
breakers—a factor of importance
particularly in electrolytic work.

How a Turbojet Works
A boy on roller skates pushing on
a wall to get started; a man pushing
down on the arms of a chair so that
he can stand up; an automobile tire
trying to push the pavement backward so that the car can move forward—all use the same basic principle of propulsion as does the turbojet engine. This principle is stated
by Newton's Third Law of Motion:
"For every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction." Although in
each of these examples movement
in one direction is gained by directing a force in the opposite direction
against a relatively immovable mass,
Newton's Law applies equally well
in cases wherein the opposite force
is directed against an easily movable
mass.
For example, consider the oarsmen
in a racing shell, who impart forward motion to the shell by applying
a rearward force to the water. Actually, they gain motion by increasing the rearward velocity of the
water through which they are passing. Since the speed of the shell deContinued on page 30
Exnlosion-proof circuit breaker.

qaktailiy4ifSefr4nte4 Method
By Richard Myhre, Sr., m.e.
In 1821 the galvanizing process
was patented in the United States
and until 1940 little was done to
improve or change the method. Previous to the 1940's the single pot
galvanizing process was solely used
and even today it produces a majority of the galvanized steel sheet
output. The pot method consists of
manually passing sheet steel through
a fluxing agent and then through a
molten zinc bath; however, this
method presented difficult problems
in ventilation and metallurgical control. One specific problem was the
reaction between the flux and
aluminum (aluminum is added to
control the iron-zinc formation which
tends to make a brittle product)
which complicated cleaning of the
dross from the zinc pot.
Thus, the adaptation of a continuous line to the galvanizing process eliminated many operational
problems and put it on a par with
the other processes of the modern
rolling mill of the steel industry.
One of the more successful methods of continuous galvanizing today
was developed by Mr. Tadeuse
Sendzimir and the research labora-

tories of Armco Steel Corporation.
The efficiency of the Sendzimir process, commonly called zinc-grip
lines, lies in the fact that it is composed of a series of relatively simple
operations and yields an excellent
product which will withstand drawing and forming operations to the
drawing limit ability of the base
metal without peeling.
Initially, the coiled steel strip is
introduced; it has previously been
pickled, cold-rolled and trimmed,
the thickness of the strip ranging
from #12 to#30 gauge (approximately), and width is dependent upon the line's capacity. The coil is
placed in pay-off reels, ends of strip
sheared, and the tail of the previous
coil is electrically welded (either
flash or seam weld, dependent upon
the gauge) to the beginning of the
new coil. Slack in the strip (to insure continuous operation during
the welding delay) is provided via
looping towers or pits, loop cars,
dancer rolls, etc. At this point the
strip is ready for the surface preparation.
The first stage of surface preparation is oxidation. The strip is

heated by open gas burners, located
in a uniform pattern, using natural
or coke-oven gas, to a temperature
of 850°F. in the oxidation furnace:
thus surface imi,urities, e.g., lubricants, dirt, etc. are driven off in
gaseous form. Oxidation is controlled
by the furnace temperature.
Next, the strip enters the reducing
furnace where it is engulfed in a
regulated atmosphere, and not until
the strip has been galvanized will
it again be exposed to the normal
atmosphere. The reducing furnace is
heated by gas-fired radiant tubes, and
the strip is heated to approximately
1400°F. (lower critical temperature)
if annealing is desired, or approximately 1800°F. (up,:er critical temperature (if normalizing is desired).
Reduction is controlled by the
composition of the protective atmosphere and the temperature. Dissociated ammonia (75',; hydrogen and
25', nitrogen by volume) is used
because of its nonoxidizing properties and fast reaction time.
Then the strip leaves the reducing
furnace (at this point the strip surface has been sufficiently prepared)
Concluded on page 36
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Top production teams back up Boeing engineers
When Boeing engineers developed
the revolutionary, flexible-wing B-47,
their designs called for aluminum forgings larger than any ever before made,
and for a completely new kind of wing
"skin" ranging in thickness from 5/8"
at the body joint to 3/16" at the tip.
New techniques, machines and procedures had to be worked out. Production is so -precise that the eight-ton
wing slips into place with less than a
hairsbreadth of clearance. Many of
these new procedures were "impossible" a few years ago. Today they are
routine in Boeing plants. That's the
kind of production teamwork Boeing
engineers expect—and get.

Boeing engineers also enjoy the advantages of the finest research facilities in the industry. Their work, over
the past 35 years, has given them tremendous prestige. You can share that
prestige by becoming a Boeing engineer. You'll work on such long-range
projects as guided missiles, nuclearpowered aircraft and the exploration
of supersonic flight.
You can choose our Midwest plant
at Wichita, or work in the Pacific
Northwest at Seattle. Boeing provides
a generous moving and travel allowance, offers you special training, a
salary that grows with you — and a
future of almost limitless range.

Plan now to build your career as a
member of Boeing's distinguished Engineering personnel after graduation.
Boeing has present and future openings
for experienced and junior engineers
In all fields, for aircraft
• RESEARCH
• DESIGN
• DEVELOPMENT • PRODUCTION
• TOOLING
also for servo-mechanism and electronics designers and analysts, and for
physicists and mathematicians with advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your Placement CAce, or write:
JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer—Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

AirtirEAFIV
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6?44e4#tilit Aide's
By John Gregory, George Ross, Robert Dedert, and Jack Niemi

Alpha Tau Omega

who were formally initiated as ac- than ten minutes after receiving the
tives
on November 2.
pin at initiation ceremony. Good
Homecoming activities at Gamma
Around
the
middle
of October the work, Bob.
Gamma of Alpha Tau Omega this
Robert Sutton has been pledged
year were deeply saddened by the members of Theta Xi took a firepassing away of our fraternal broth- man's holiday and played a field and joins the pledge class now under
er, Leo E. Webb, on November 7. hockey game with the Junior class the able guidance of Dick Myhre,
Those who knew Leo well will never at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods. Al- pledge-master.
It is only right to list the fellows
forget his quiet, unassuming manner though the girls had more experiand genuine sincerity. Our thanks to ence, the Kappa men were able to out for basketball because they now
form the most powerful block at the
alumni and friends who stood by battle them to a 3-3 tie.
loyally in this time of crisis.
Kappa is proud of the record made dinner table; they are: Badger, BrinOur congratulations to the first by two relatives of it's members in son, Dedert, Fyfe, Kirk, Green,
Homecoming Queen, Miss Fonda Jo the homecoming queen contest. Mrs. Leonard, Simpson, and manager,
Stewart, and her escort, brother Gail Lynn York, wife of Rudy York, Dick Grubaugh.
Mathas. It is our solemn wish that and Beverly Kerestury, sister of
Lambda Chi Alpha
'Dear Old Rose' may always have so Dick Kerestury, were both elected
Two alumni of the Theta Kappa
vivacious a Queen to preside over its
as the queen's attendants in the chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha took
Homecoming celebrations.
contest.
the fatal step this past month. On
Congratulations are also due to
Saturday, October 11, Ralph Benbrother Dick Bosshardt who recently Sigma Nu
nett was married to Betty Bailey of
pinned Miss Dotty Tucker. Miss
The chapter held an impromptu Terre Haute, and on Friday, October
Tucker, a native of Greencastle, is at jam session which turned out to be a
17, Max Fehsenfeld was married to
present a student nurse at Union real "rompin-stompin" party. ChapNancy Gore of Evansville. Both of
Hospital.
ter members and their dates cut a
Those of us at 63 Gilbert were mean figure to the musical motiva- these unfortunate lads were gradusorry to lose brother Bernie Green- tion provided by Charlie Bay and his ated from Rose in June of '52.
Theta Kappa's football team is
well who quite recently left Rose to combo. The house was wide open,
still
undefeated in inter-fraternity
accept a position in Detroit.
and the session had a real turnout.
competition.
It defeated Sigma Nu
Many Alpha Taus were honored in Plans are in store for a similar party
last
month
and decisioned Alpha Tau
the recent Honor Assembly. Receiv- again soon.
Omega on Sunday, October 19, by
ing Honor keys were Paul Elliott,
Social activities took a back seat
the score of 12 to 7. The team has
Dick Bosshardt, and Bill Supp. Don temporarily
while the chapter adlost an exhibition game to State's
McCune, Jack Vrydagh, and John
ministered a new coat of paint to
Kelly were tapped for Tau Beta Pi
chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha, howthe house. The manner of attack was
while Jim Matthews and Rex Hauser
ever.
detrimental to all shrubbery in the
entered Blue Key. ATO is well
When school opened this fall a
vicinity, but under the guidance of
represented this year in the various
few of the boys were surprised, but
"scope-eye" Werking, what small
clubs and organizations. Bob Miller
percentage of paint hit the house was not sorry, to learn that some neighwas elected President of the Glee
excellently placed. The house did bors of the opposite sex had moved
Club, Bill Supp became Vice-Presilook very nice after completion, and in about three houses down the
dent of the Camera Club, Dick Bossdefinitely what work was done on street. Ever since, some of the boys
hardt was chosen as Vice-President
the house will be an asset to the have found it hard to find time to
of the Sophomore class, Gary Moore
study. Also it has been quite evident
chapter.
assumed the position of President of
More pins are out! Bob Mogle that a certain pledge, by the name
the Rifle Club, and Al Klaus remains
pinned Miss Georgia Graves of In- of Bill Gaither, has been luring a
Editor of the Technic.
dianapolis; Rex Leonard pinned Miss certain active, by the name of Jim
Theta Xi
Betty Sue Kemmerling of New Har- McCulloch, out to St. Mary's. Theta
Kappa Chapter of Theta Xi mony, Indiana. Mention should be Kappa's house manager has found
wishes to congratulate Gene Stok- made that Bob set a new pinning it very convenient to visit Union
er, Eddie Masuoka, and Lincoln Lai record by performing the event less Hospital recently.
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Edison's Conners Creek
The two new stacks at the right of this artist's drawing of Detroit the
plant's capability to
plant mark the addition of two new turbo-generators that increased
582,000 kilowatts, and brought the system capability to 2,000,000 kilowatts.

Southeastern Michigan
Grows on Finn Foundations
The population of Southeastern Michigan has
grown to almost 3,500,000. Ever mindful of
the need for keeping well ahead of Detroit's
and Southeastern Michigan's growth, Detroit
Edison continues with its never-ending expansion of power generating and distributing
facilities.
Now, working together as one of industry's
four atomic research teams, Detroit Edison
and Dow Chemical Company engineers are
investigating the use of nuclear heat in thermal

electric generating plants ... an investigation
pointing toward better ways to provide electric power for the nation.
Edison's customers have confidence in the
supplier of their electric power... confidence
that whatever, whenever, wherever their
power needs may be, Edison will fill them.
And Detroit Edison, through its expansion
program, is making certain that Southeastern
Michigan will have a firm, dependable foundation for future growth.

The Detroit Edison Cbmpany
NOVEMBER, 1952
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94 qat Tacaaite
Continued from page 9
electromagnet rejects about onethird of the original weight of the ore
at this point. The iron-rich twothirds, called concentrate, is washed
and moved to the ball mills.
Ball mills used in the iron ore
country are revolving steel cylinders
about seven feet long containing
hundreds of steel balls. Inside, as the
cylinder revolves, the wet concentrate is battered, beaten, and crushed
until its particles are as fine as flour.
Then comes the second separation
by electromagnets. Again one-third
of the original weight is rejected. The
metal-bearing portion runs about
sixty-four percent pure iron, dry
weight. This is considerably better
than natural high grade ore which
ordinarily runs around fifty-one percent pure iron.
At this point the concentrate would
be ready for the blast furnace except

for one little detail. If dried at this
stage it is as fine as powder. A blast
furnace would blow it out the top
before it hardly got warm. When the
process was still in the laboratory
experimental stage, it seemed at this
point that the success that was in
sight would be turned to failure. One
solution after another was tried to
no avail. Then someone conceived the
idea of moistening the powder and
rolling it into little balls. Through
trial and error the balling drum was
developed. The balling drum is a
large, horizontally-placed steel drum
that revolves slowly as moist concentrate, or mud, is fed into one end.
As the mud tumbles about inside
the drum, it forms little balls which
are about an inch and a quarter in
diameter when they emerge at the
opposite end. So far so good, except
that if the balls are allowed to dry
now, they revert back to powder,
which would put us right back where
we started. Then someone else had
a brainstorm. Why not use heat to
bake the little balls into shape? Heat

that, in effect, would again make
rocks from the taconite concentrate.
This step, pelletizing as it is called,
is carried out by feeding the wet
balls into the top of a furnace. As
the balls move slowly down through
the furnace they take on a cherryred glow as their temperature climbs
to 2300F. When finally taken from
the furnace at the bottom and cooled,
the iron-rich pellets can be bounced
off a brick wall without breaking.
There you have it. The original
hard taconite, which was about as
useful as the sand on the Sahara,
was mined, crushed, concentrated
magnetically, and finally readied for
the blast furnace.
Taconite Economics
Now let's take a brief look at the
ledger. On the credit side the cost
of getting the ore to the mills will
be tremendous. Taconite must undergo extensive and expensive processing while natural high grade ore
requires little or no processing at all.
As mentioned before, new mining
Concluded on page 22

Edw. S.
LAMMERS
Paint & Glass
Co., Inc.

•ALBANENE,*a K&E product,is the preferred tracing paper
in thousands of drafting rooms. It is transparentized, not with
messy oils that leak, but with a special synthetic transparentizer developed by K&E. ALBANENE does not turn
brittle or lose its transparency with time. After years it is as
good as new.
•Trade Mark®

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
(Sr. 1567

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. .1.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • Son Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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C-9581
Drafting,
Reproduction and
Surveying Equipment
and Materials,
Slide Rules.
Measuring Tapes.
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Opportunities
at
General Motors:
a real chance—
a real challenge!

continuous talks with you engineering
seniors in schools from coast to coast convince us of one thing:
Most of you hope to find a job in a company
of sufficient stature in its industry to supply a
real challenge to your brains and to your technical training.
A General Motors job in many ways gives you
just such an opportunity. And here's why.
UR

O

First—GM makes all kinds of products requiring all kinds of engineering talents—mechanical, electrical, metallurgical, chemical and
industrial. These products range from automobiles, refrigerators, and fractional horsepower
motors to Diesel engines.
And, as a leading defense contractor, GM runs
the production gamut from shells, bombsights
and range finders to tanks and jet and TurboProp engines.
Second—all this huge variety of work is decentralized among GM's 34 manufacturing divisions, its 112 plants in 54 towns and cities
throughout the country. And each division
operates as an independent unit with its own
engineering department. Yet each can draw

upon the resources of GM's central research
and engineering laboratories.
Thus you have—at one and the same time—
the friendly, personalized setup of a smaller
company and the opportunities and facilities of
a large successful organization — a leader in
many major fields.
All of this naturally spells out a real chance
and a real challenge for the man who has the
get-up-and-go to make the most of what GM
has to offer. Many engineering graduates now
in top jobs at GM testify to that fact.
So why not check with your College Placement
Office and arrange for an interview with our
GM College Representative the next time he
visits your campus or write direct to us.

GM POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
IN THESE FIELDS:
Mechanical Engineering • Electrical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering • Industrial Engineering
Chemical Engineering • Business Administration

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2,Michigan

NOVEMBER, 1952
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Hughes Fellowship
1952 winners Truman 0. Woodruff
(left) and Allen I.
Ormsbee (right) are
welcomed to the campus by Dr. Lee A.
DuBridge,President,
California Institute
of Technology.

/
/
/
/
/

THE

HOWARD

HUGHES

\
\
\
\
1

FELLOWSHI

in
science
and
engineering

Semiconductor research is one of the important projects of the
Laboratories. A development of immediate value is the Hughes
Germanium Diode employed in miniaturized airborne electronic
equipment. The apparatus shown in the photograph is a vacuum
furnace constructed to produce single crystals of germanium.
Discussing its operation are (left to right): Hughes Fellow
Allen I. Ormsbee; Dr. H. Q. North, Head of Semiconductor
Department; Dr. Allen E. Puckett, Head of Missile Aerodynamics Section; and Hughes Fellow Truman 0. Woodruff.
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ration of men for moddustrial research ideally
involve both advanced
and practical experience
industrial laboratory
the guidance of stimulassociates.
e Howard Hughes Felips in Science and Enring at the California
ute of Technology were
lished to provide such
tion and training.
y American citizen is
le for a Fellowship who
fies in graduate standing
e California Institute of
ology for study toward
egree of Doctor of Philhy in physics or enging and who will have
leted one year of gradu-ork before the beginning
of Fellowship. Applicants
d plan to pursue research
e fields of electronics enring, microwave physics,
ynamics, electronic com-

puting, physical electronics,
propulsion engineering, solid
state physics, mechanical engineering, electron dynamics,
analytical mechanics,or information theory.
Each appointment is for
twelve months and provides a
cash award, a salary, and
tuition and research expenses.
A suitable adjustment in the
amount of the award is made
when this will aid in the education of a promising candidate
whose financial responsibilities might otherwise preclude
participation in the program.
HOW

Salary provision is for the
portion of time spent on advanced work in the Hughes
Research and Development
Laboratories. Here the holder
of the Fellowship is in close
personal association with
many scientists and engineers
who are acknowledged leaders
in their fields.

TO
FOR

APPLY

A

FELLOWSHIP
Write Howard Hughes Fellowship
Committee, Hughes Research
and Development Laboratories,
Culver City, Los Angeles County,
California,for an application form
and a brochure giving all details.
Completed applications must be
received by the committee
not later than January 7,1953.

HUGHES
RESEARCH

AND

DEVELOPMENT
•

CULVER
LOS

LABORATORIES

CITY

ANGELES

COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
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94 ga4 Tacaaile
We Invite You to Stop
Concluded from page 18

PARKMORE
STEAK - CHICKEN - CHOPS - SHRIMP
SANDWICHES AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE

RAY PARKER, PROP.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

Freitag-Weinhardt

MAUMEE

Inc.

WASHED
COALS

917 Eagle St.

CLEANER

PHONE C-2394

HOTTER
PLUMBING BETTER
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING

"Specific Coals
for

ALLEN I. WEINHARDT

Specific Results"

CHARLES J. RANTMANN

‘.

HUNTER, GILLUM & HUNTER, Inc.
GENERAL INSURANCE
BONDS

Phones C-1400 and C-3123
16 So. 7th St.
S.
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Terre Haute

facilities will have to be constructed
along with entire towns, harbors,
railroads, and power lines. Millions
of dollars worth of expensive machinery will be required, along with
large amounts of skilled labor. Unbelievable amounts of water and
electricity will be needed. The crushers, mills, drums, and conveyors will
use the staggering total of 200,000,000
kilowatt hours a year. The amount of
water needed to carry the taconite
through the many steps in the process will be around 35,000,000 gallons a year while space will have
to be found to dump an estimated
95,000,000 cubic feet of sand and
rock waste each year.
At first glance the cost may look
prohibitive but let's examine the
debit side of the ledger, also. The
taconite pellets contain a larger percentage of iron than does natural ore
(64';', against 51'X), which means
that considerably less material will
have to be handled at the mills to
produce a ton of steel. Also taconite
pellets are moisture-free while natural ore contains about ten or eleven
percent moisture. The uniform size
of the pellets would make for all
around easier material handling. Added together these advantages would
result in some large savings, particularly in shipping, where considerably less space would be required
for the ore necessary to make a ton
of steel. This saving alone would go
a long way toward balancing the
accounts.
It should be noted that taconite
ore will furnish only a fraction of
our iron ore needs. We must for
some time depend on deposits outside our country for iron ore reserves.
There are still a good many "ifs"
in the entire process of making steel
from taconite pellets. Whether it will
prove itself in the final test is anyone's guess. The steel industry is
betting almost a billion dollars that
it will.
THE ROSE TECHNIC
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Clipping the wings offlying glass
No matter how you travel—by land, sea, or air—
you are protected by a sandwich of shatterproof glass
Birds flying in the airways... pounding waves at sea...
emergencies on the highway or railroad—these are among
the many things that can cause broken windshields and
windows while you are traveling.
That's why the windshields of America's sky giants today
are made to withstand hail, wind pressure ... and collision
with even an eight pound bird at the plane's cruising speed.
ELIMINATING A SOURCE OF DANGER—Today the
danger of razor-sharp pieces of flying glass has been virtually eliminated. Most cars, trucks, trains, and ocean
liners now have safety glass as standard equipment.
In making safety glass a sandwich of glass is made with
a tough, clear plastic spread called vinyl butyral resin. It's
this plastic that holds the razor-sharp pieces safely in place
if the glass is broken.
PLASTICS SERVE YOU IN MANY WAYS—Other

forms of highly versatile plastics go into your newest

home furnishings, kitchenware and appliances. They are
also essential to modern rainwear, paint, electrical insulation, and high-strength adhesives and bonding materials.
UCC AND MODERN PLASTICS—The people of Union
Carbide, working with the glass industry, developed this
plastic for modern safety glass. This and a variety of other
plastics are but a few of many better UCC materials that
help industry serve all of us.
STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about the many
fields in which Union Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for
the free illustrated booklet "Products and Processes" which describes the various activities of UCC in the fields of ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and PLASTICS. Ask for booklet 1-2.

UNION CARBIDE
AND
SO

EAST

CARBON CORPORATION

42ND

STREET

riTRA

NEW

YORK

2 7. N. Y.

UCC's Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include
CHEMICALS

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC
BAKELITE. KRENE,and VINYI.ITE Plastics • DYNEL TEXTILE FIBERS • LINDE Oxygen •
Acetylene • PYROFAX Gas
ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals •BAYNES STELLITE Alloys• PREST-O-LITE
•...onEETHNE and TREK Anti-Freezes
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries• NATIONAL Carbons • ACHESON Electrodes
NOVEMBER, 1952
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Replacing a rivet

dia.from
1/16" to 1/2"

...a hinge pin

... a stop pin

...a set screw

•••a modern fastener
that saves time and money
on thousands of applications
Rollpin is a hollow, split, cylindrically formed pin with chamfered
ends. It is simply driven into holes drilled to normal production tolerances. Because Rol1pin is slightly larger than standard sized holes,
it compresses as inserted. It is self-locking—and vibration-proof—
because of the constant pressure it exerts against hole walls. Its shear
strength exceeds that of a cold rolled pin of the same diameter. Rollpin
is readily removed with a drift or pin punch—and can be reused.
Because of its versatility—and the production economies it makes
possible—Rollpin is finding wide usage in almost every phase of manufacturing activity. Write for design information on the Rol1pin. It will
enable you to cut costs for many applications where use of rivets, set
screws, dowels, and straight, serrated or cotter type pins create installation or performance problems.

-

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jersey

Elastic Stop Nuts with the famous red collar
are another ESNA product

...a bolt and nut
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Dakar, capital of French West Africa, is one of the latest cities to be connected to the United States through Bell System Overseas Telephone Service. Initial period rate is only $15. You can talk to some 90 countries and territories from your telephone.

Dakar
is on the line

No more than 25 years ago, American voices were landlocked. They could travel around the North American continent,but,exceptfor Cuba,they were stopped at the coastlines.
Then in 1927 telephone people inaugurated two-way
commercial radiotelephone service between New York and
London. In that instant the world grew smaller.
It has kept on shrinking over the years till now such overseas calls are commonplace. In 1951, nearly 900,000 were
made over Bell System facilities. Today you can speak to some
90 countries and territories, 96% of the world's telephones.
Dakar, French West Africa, is one of the latest additions to
the list.
On this 25th Anniversary of Bell System Overseas Telephone Service, we are busy working to make the record of
the next 25 years even better. This never-ending effort to
find better ways calls for the best engineering and scientific
minds available. Such continued research provides constant
opportunities for enterprising, talented college graduates.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Concluded from page 11
for the 52-53 season. It was also decided at this meeting that the club
would practice Wednesday afternoon
between 4:00 and 5:30.
Our first practice was September
24, and about 50 crows assembled in
hopes that our director, Mr. Emil
Taflinger, and our accompanist, Mrs.
Clyde Bennett could transform them
into a unified canary chorus. At this
meeting two other officers were
elected by the members of the budding bird kingdom. Our new business manager is Bob Kawano, senior
E.E., and because of his loud and
raucous crowing it was decided that
Joe Leppert, a freshman, would be
the publicity manager.
Tentative plans are now being
worked on for a number of performances to be given before the local
high schools and civic groups. These
are to be highlighted by our annual
visit to St. Mary's in the Spring. We

Continuous Quality
Continuous Price

are also hoping to fly en-masse to
Naptown to chirp before some of
the high schools there.
If there are any blue-jays that
haven't joined our nest on Wednesday afternoon, come on up and join
the fun.
Professional Societies
A. I. E. E.
On October 10, the Rose chapter
of the A. I. E. E. held a joint program
with the Central Indiana Section of
the A. I. E. E.
After having dinner in the cafeteria, a meeting was held in the
auditorium. Professor Knipmeyer
welcomed the guests to Rose and
introduced Mr. P. B. Ewing, Chairman of the Central Indiana Section.
Mr. Ewing spoke of future student
activities, including a technical paper
competition between Rose and Purdue.
Jim Burgett, Chairman of the
Rose Chapter, outlined plans for the
evening and introduced the spzakers.
The first speaker, Robert Liggett, discussed the topic of his paper, "A
Visual Demonstration of Electron

Tube Characteristics." "Electronic
Writing" was the topic of William
Toeppe for his speech and paper.
Following the formal meeting,
several demonstrations were given by
Rose students in the lab.
A. I. Ch. E.
The A. I. Ch. E. found its treasury
rather large this year. Immediately,
plans were made to change the situation. On Saturday night, October
25, the chemicals had a picnic and a
hayride. Professor Bankoff was in
command, as usual, this time as a
chaperone. A large group certainly
enjoyed themselves, thanks to the
planning of Roy England. Now how
can they spend some money?
Library Notes
If you prefer the sky to the sea,
try Harold Urey's The Planets, or
The Stars. The first is a very technical treatment on the origin and
development of our Solar System,
while the second is a profusely illustrated book showing positions
and outlines of many constellations.

Remember —
You can always order
books through the
book store at the same
reduced rate.

Rose Polytechnic Book Store

SOM.00000 .7001177 OP 1141COCA-COL• COmIoad• SO

"The Terre Haute
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc."
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129 SOUTH SEVENTH
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
PHONE C-1425
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The wings of a hummingbird
beat 80 times a second. Transistors, developed experimentally
by RCA, oscillate electrically
300 million times a second.

300 million times a second!
Now science has discovered a new tool

— a major advance in electronic research
—the transistor. Tiny as a kernel of corn,
a speck of germanium crystal embedded
with wires in plastic performs many of
the functions of the electron tube.
Because it has no heated filament, no
vacuum, requires no warm-up and little
power, the transistor is a device which has
long been needed. It is also rugged, shockresistant, unaffected by dampness and—
properly made—it will serve for many years.
Despite these advantages, the transistor, until recently, was limited to a frequency region
below 50 million oscillations a second. Event-

mentally RCA has now increased this to 300
million times a second and even higher goals

are sought — to increase the transistor's uses.
Higher frequencies for transistors point
to their use in television, radio, communications and more efficient electronic controls
for airplanes and guided missiles. The small
size, long life, and low power requirements
of transistors suggest entirely new electronic
devices—as well as use of transistors as working partners with electron tubes.
•
•
•
Expanding the research in electronics of solids,
and the possibilities of transistors, is another example of RCA pioneering at work for your benefit.
This leadership means finer performance from any
product or service of RCA and RCA Victor.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
World leader in radio—first in television
NOVEMBER, 1952

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY—AT RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receivers (including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
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Hitting modern military targets
poses ever-new
engineering problems
Increasing emphasis in speed and mobility in modern
warfare intensifies the problem of destroying
the target — takes it out of the reach of manual ability
and into the realm of electronics. Electrical
and mechanical engineering — of the highest skill
and ingenuity — are required.
Since 1918, Arma Corporation has worked closely with
our Armed Forces and American Industry in
pioneering and developing equipment to solve such
problems. Today, Arma is in the forefront in
supplying these precision instruments for our nation's
defense, through techniques which tomorrow
can be widely applied.

This booklet — "Engineering ot Armo" — describes in
detail the challenges of on engineering career at Arma.
It can open new horizons to you. Write today for your
copy to Engineering Division, Arma Corporation, 254 36Ih
Street, Brooklyn 32, N.Y.

ARMA

CORPORA TION

254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N.Y.
SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN

QUALITY

34 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN INSTRUMENTATION
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YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
Weight-lifter is no dumbbell
it uses TIMKEN bearings
When designing a lift truck that would handle like
an automobile and lift two-ton loads,Yale and Towne
engineers wanted to be sure of smooth, easy
operation. That's why they mounted the wheels,
pinion, differential and steering pivot on Timken®
bearings. They take the high gear loads imposed
by sudden starts, stops and changes in direction.
Trouble-free operation is insured and maintenance
time reduced. Trucks stay on the go.

How to mount a lift truck
drive axle and differential
on TIMKEN bearings
Two single-row Timken bearings, cone adjusted,
are used in the pinion assembly. Cup-adjusted
bearings are used in the differential assembly. The
wheels use a standard single-row bearing mounting.
The bevel pinion adjustment is obtained by the use
of shims back of the cup adjacent to the pinion.

Like to learn more
about bearings?

TIMKE
F1/301-3.34 1110 LI 3 1,1 OFF.

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Some of the engineering problems you'll face
after graduation will involve bearing applications.
If you'd like to learn more about this phase of
engineering, we'll be glad to help you. For a copy
of the 270-page General Information Manual on
Timken Bearings, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.

THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER
BEARING TAKES RADIAL U AND THRUST -GO- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
NON EMBER 1952
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Continued from page 13
pends upon the size of the oars and
the frequency of strokes, the reaction that moves the boat forward—
callEd "thrust"—must depend upon
the amount of water, or mass,
handled and the extent to which its
ve!ocity is increased.
To more easily explain the phenomenon of gaining forward motion
by increasing the rearward velocity
of a fluid — water, air, or gas —
Newton's Third Law of Motion was
expanded and restated in the Momentum Law. The Momentum Law
states that the resultant of forces
acting on the boundaries of any arbitrary region is equal in magnitude
and direction to the summation of
the time rate of change of momentum
of the particles or bodies within the
region. The region (not necessarily
rigid) .must contain the same particles during the differential time,
dt. In other words, the thrust developed by the men and their oars,
the propellers of a plane or ship,
or the turbojet engine, is equal to

the change in momentum they impart to the fluid through which they
are moving.
Utilizing the definition of momentum, thrust is shown to be equal to
the mass of the fluid being acted
upon multiplied by the change in
velocity imparted to the mass.
Therefore, to increase the forward
speed of its craft, the engine must
either handle a greater mass, or it
must propel a given mass faster. It
is easy to see that the thrust of
propeller-driven craft can be increased by using a larger propeller,
or by driving a given propeller at a
higher rpm, just as the oarsmen in a
racing shell would have to increase
the effective size of the oars, or row
faster.
Actually, the turbojet engine is a
mechanized version of the racingshell-oarsmen engine, converting the
chemical energy of fuel into the
mechanical energy needed to increase the momentum of a portion of
the fluid through which it is passing.
It, too, may increase its thrust by
accelerating a greater mass of air to
the same velocity, by accelerating
the same mass to a higher velocity,
or a combination of both. To see how
this may be accomplished, it is first
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necessary to have an understanding
of the operation of a turbojet.
As shown in Figure 1, the basic
components of a turbojet are (1) an
air inlet diffuser, (2) an air compressor, (3) a combustor, (4) a
turbine, and (5) an exhaust nozzle.
The compressor and turbine are directly connected by a shaft.
Depending upon the speed of the
airplane, atmospheric air is either
.drawn or rammed into the inlet
diffuser.
This diffuser changes
a part of the velocity of the air into
pressure and directs the air into the
compressor. The compressor then increases the pressure of the air to the
point where, upon entering the combustion chamber, the air may be at
a pressure of anywhere from 3 to 16
times that in the inlet diffuser, depending upon the designed compression ratio of the engine.
In the combustion chamber, about
25 percent of the air is mixed with
fuel and the mixture ignited. The
balance of the air is used to cool
the metal parts of the combustion
chamber and to provide sufficient
turbulence for complete combustion
of the fuel. The greatly expanded
hot combustion gases and the cooling air are then mixed to prevent
excessive temperatures at the turbine and directed by the turbine
nozzles against the turbine blades.
The force of the gases against the
blades and the reactive force of the
gases as they leave the blades impart sufficient torque for it to drive
the air compressor and the engine
accessories. Unlike the turbine of the
turboprop engine, which tries to extract almost all of the gas energy
for shaft torque, the turbojet is designed to take just enough energy
to do this work and thereby allow
the gases to retain a maximum
amount of energy for conversion into jet thrust.
To give the engine thrust — by
changing the momentum of the particles of air passing through it —
the gases are ejected out the rear
of the engine at great speed, through
Concluded on page 34

Fig. 1. Characteristics of a typical turbojet engine.
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The practically solid gear lubricant used in
diesel locomotives and the thin, soft lubricant used in a station clock are as different

as are the two mechanisms. Yet both are
greases—products of research that has developed thousands of other special greases.

It takes more than elbow grease
to make the world go 'round!
So different in other ways, the
locomotive and the silent electric
clock have in common one absolute essential: grease—a special
grease for each mechanism.
And this merely hints at the
wide range of needs. Coke-oven
grease must stand temperatures
of 600° F. Airplane grease must
lubricate at both desert heat and
sub-zero cold. Stamping compounds keep metal from welding

to dies. Naval greases prevent
corrosion by salt spray. Almost
any kind of machinery embodies
its own special lubrication challenge.
Chemists and engineers apply
their knowledge, experience, and
imagination to finding successful
answers. Such research holds a
wealth ofinterest and satisfaction
for young technical men at
Standard Oil.

Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle
The scene is "darkest Africa".
But Africa is lightening. Man's quest
for minerals, for new areas for agriculture
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glaring-white air strips in once impenetrable
jungle.
Those pavers, portable air compressors,
pumps and air tools—such as you might
see working a city street—are Worthington Blue Brutes going to "lay a carpet"
in that hole in the jungle.
Thus, Worthington, a major producer
of equipment for public works, industry

and farm, brings the fruits of American
technical genius to the strange places of
the world.
And illustrates, too, how the unique
American talent of diversification helps
public, employees and stockholders. For
Worthington makes many things—not
just construction equipment and pumps,
but also engines, water works machinery,
powertransmission,petroleum equipment,
air conditioning and refrigeration, many
others.

makes Worthington,112 years old,astrong
link in the chain of American business.
Worthington Corporation, formerly
Worthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey.

ORTHINGT
The Sign of Value
Around the World

Such diversification builds stability...

50, ,„,„ •
"
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Good Water and Sanitation—engines
pumps • water treatment • comminutors
air compressors • air tools
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Lower-Cost Manufacturing—pumps
compressors • steam turbines . motors
power transmission • air conditioning

Prrtroleum Products—compressors
engines • pumps • chilling equipment
refrigeration • decoking systems

More Abundant Food—compressors
Fertilizer mixers • sir conditioning

refrigeration • pumps
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There's something
here somewhere
about laying
an egg...

there were two farmers.
Each had a hen that laid 20 eggs a month.

After all, they said, he had more than he need,
and they were hungry.

Both farmers liked eggs, so one ate his. But
the other did without, and put his eggs in an
incubator which he bought by borrowing money.
In no time he had 200 chickens from his one.
A shocking profit! (Before taxes.)

So, of course, the farmer wasn't going to raise
any more chickens just to have them taken away
from him; he ate his eggs, too.

NCE UPON A TIME

O

He sold some to pay down the loan on his
incubator; he ate some as a reward for all his
labor in raising the brood. And he sold a good
many to pay his income tax.
He still had some left. Profit.
So the farmer who had eaten all his eggs got
a law passed. The neighbors divided up the
chicken-raising-farmer's "profits" and ate them.

In due time both the farmers' original hens
died of old age, and then there weren't any eggs
for anybody. No chickens either.
The neighbors were quite sure it was somehow the chicken raiser's fault.
Did the farmer, who used to eat all his
eggs, enjoy his now-eggless meals any more
for realizing that the farmer next door wasn't
enjoying any chicken?

WARNER
SWASEY
Clef ela'id

Machine Tools
Textile
Machinery

YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS. AND TAPPING MACHINES
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the greatly increased turbine tem- does not enjoy a wake efficiency of
)
Iea4c4 awl
peratures that would arise by adding 50 percent or more until the speed
..93eveltip-one4 more heat to gain greater jet veloci- of the plane equals
Concluded from page 30

an exhaust nozzle of relatively small
cross-sectional area. Some of the
larger turbojets currently undergoing design may eject from 100 to
400 tons of air per hour at speeds
of approximately 1200 to 1400 miles
per hour.
As previously stated, the thrust of
a turbojet can be increased by redesigning it either to handle a greater mass of air, or to eject a given
mass at a greater velocity. To handle
a greater mass of air, the engine
must have a larger effective air inlet
area. To increase the velocity of the
air being ejected, it is necessary
either to expand the gases more by
adding more heat or to increase the
pressure ratio of the engine.
It is interesting to note that all
of the new, more powerful turbojets
are depending mainly upon increased mass, rather than increased
jet velocities, to develop additional
power. The reasons for this trend
are (1) the metals used in turbine
nozzles and blades cannot withstand

ties, and (2) wake efficiency — that
percentage of the jet power that
actually iesults in useful thrust
power — increases with increased
mass and decreases with increased
jet velocities for a given flight speed.
The fact that wake efficiency is
proportional to mass and inversely
proportional to the change in velocity of the fluid also explains why a
jet plane needs a longer runway for
take-off than a propeller-driven
plane of similar power.
Since the reciprocating engine propeller handles a great mass of air
and increases its velocity only
moderately, the propeller has a high
wake efficiency for take-off — most
of its thrust is useful thrust. Conversely, the turbojet engine handles
a relatively small amount of air and
increases its velocity tremendously,
resulting in a low wake efficiency
at take-off. Therefore, in a test between a turbojet plane and a reciprocating - engine, propeller - driven
plane of equal thrust, the low wake
efficiency of the turbojet plane would
result in its requiring more time (or
a longer run) before it could reach
flying speed. Actually, the turbojet

or exceeds onethird the speed of the jet exhaust
stream.
However, as the two planes gain
altitude and higher flight speeds, the
wake efficiency of the reciprocating
engine propeller tends to decrease,
whereas the wake efficiency of the
turbojet engine increases. As a result, the turbojet engine, besides being much smaller and lighter, soon
produces more useful thrust and becomes the more efficient engine.

Electric Dehumidifier
Damage from moisture in basements, workshops, recreation rooms
and other areas can be eliminated
with an electric dehumidifier. A new
model, now available, can remove
three gallons of water from the air
per day and is capable of dehumidifying an enclosed space of 10,000
cubic feet. It is a compact device,
2 feet high, 14 inches wide, and 19
inches deep, and weighs only 100
pounds. Therefore, it can be easily.
moved to various locations as needed.
The dehumidifier operates on the
same drying principle as an airconditioning unit. A hermetically
sealed refrigeration system is used
to remove water from the air by condensation. Air is drawn into the unit
by a fan and passed over a coppertube heat exchanger. Excess moisture condenses on the cold copper
tubes and drains into a container
inside of the unit. The dehumidified
air is then blown back into the room.
If desired, the condensed water can
be piped directly to a floor drain.
For areas where humidity conditions do not require continuous
operation of the dehumidifier, the
unit can be turned on and off at
predetermined intervals by means of
a timer clock.
The dehumidifier operates from
a conventional 115-volt, single-phase,
a-c supply, and installation is accomplished without special wiring or
plumbing.

Chance Vought F7U "Cutlass"—twin turbojet powered.
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A MILLION TONS A YEAR
That's America's production of nails...in an almost
endless variety of types and sizes.
Today, a nail machine makes hundreds of accurately pointed and headed nails per minute... more
than a week's production for a Colonial family in the
days when crude iron nails were hammered out by
hand.
WHAT MADE IT POSSIBLE?...
Modern metallurgy and manufacturing techniques
are responsible for America's tremendous yearly production of nails. Today's steel nails are far tougher
and more economical than their Colonial counterpart. New functional designs and special finishes have
been created ... other metals put to use. And research now promises nails with even greater holding
power.
AMERICA WORKS THAT WAY...
Progress and growth demand a ceaseless search for
new ways to improve product quality... to extend
utility...to increase output...to lower costs. That
is why management relies on the constant flow of
information available through America's all-seeing,
all-hearing and reporting Inter-Communications
System.

THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM...
Complete communication is the function, the unique
contribution of the American business press ... a
great group of specially edited magazines devoted to
the specialized work areas of men who want to
manage better, design better, manufacture better,
research better, sell better, buy better.
COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS...
The McGraw-Hill publications are a part of this
American Inter-Communications System.
As pukolishers, we know the consuming insistence
of editors on analyzing, interpreting and reporting
worthwhile ideas. We know that businessmen, in
order to keep abreast of their jobs,subscribe to—pay
for—McGraw-Hill magazines edited for their specific
business interest... for the editorial pages tell
'how" and the advertising pages tell "with what."
A CAREER FOR YOU...
To a few 1953 engineering graduates, "McGrawHill" will mean "writing" as well as "reading."
Spurred by experience on college magazines, or
broadened by work in industry, these men will join
those of earlier classes who are now McGraw-Hill
engineering editors.
If you are thinking their way, tell our Personnel
Relations Department (College Section)—now —
about your qualifications for an editorial career.

McGRAW..HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
IBP 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. fo;.
HEADQUARTERS
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reaction between zinc and the steel
The zinc pot itself is an iron constrip takes place, forming a brittle tainer with internal electrical heatConcluded from page 14 iron-zinc alloy between the zinc and ing devices capable of initially meltsteel layers. This reaction, which can ing the spelter and maintaining corgreatly reduce the ductility of the rect operating temperature of the
and enters a controlled cooling fur- galvanized sheet is counteracted by spelter.
the addition of aluminum to the
nace; from there it moves into the
Emerging from the zinc pot, the
spelter and proper pot temperature
final cooling furnace where the strip
coated strip has a mirror-like apof 850°F to 870°F. Composition of
temperature is 900°F to 950°F. The
pearance while still wet. A few
the spelter is easily controlled since
purpose of controlled temperature
seconds later the spangles appear,
the iron-zinc alloy is the only imsimilar to frost on a window, as the
and protective atmosphere is to alportant chemical reaction present in
zinc freezes. At this point care must
low the strip to complete its annealthe pot; therefore, aluminum and zinc
be exercised as the coating is still
ing or normalizing cycle under nonpigs are added in predetermined pro- delicate
and ample cooling time must
oxidizing conditions. To maintain the
portion to maintain the proper level be
allowed. Cooling is aided by the
protective atmosphere throughout of
molten metal in the pot. The strip
the reducing and cooling furnaces, enters the pot from the final cooling cooling tower which is an enclosure
the dissociated ammonia is intro- furnace, which is sealed by molten containing several blowers.
duced in the final cooling furnace zinc and reverses direction by a roll
The strip tension is regulated by
and is blown through the furnace submerged in the pot.
the pinch rolls located beyond the
toward the entrance opening of the
The crux of the Sendzimir process cooling tower. Its driving motor is
reduction furnace.
is the location of the two exit rolls controlled by a rheostat calibrated
The second phase of zinc-grip lines positioned partly above the molten in pounds of tension. A typical line's
is the coating or actual galvanizing of zinc surface (see diagram). Weight maximum speed is 200 fpm. Other
the metal. The strip directly enters (ounces, sq ft) and uniformity of rolls located throughout the line also
the zinc pot from the final cooling coating are controlled by the eleva- help to move the strip.
(see diagram). In the galvanizing tion of these exit rolls. For example,
Another loop car is then used to
pot the strip and spelter immediately heavier coatings are obtained by insure slack while the glavanized
unite in a bonding action and a rapid lowering the exit rolls.
strip is coiled or sheared into sheets.
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"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"

GROCERIES
THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound

113 N. 7th Street

Wholesale

Telephone C-3828

and

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

Retail

Member of Telegraph Delivery Service

FREE DELIVERY
Compliments of
BRESETT GROCERY
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What's Happening at CRUCIBLE
about permanent alnico magnets

automatic controi—pernianent niagnets
are partners in industrial progress
One important part of the"automatic"factory is the requirement that measuring devices be accurate, rugged
... and because of their use in such great volume they
have to be low cost. It is a credit to instrument manufacturers that these meter miracles are being accomplished. Not only are the meters more sensitive, lower
cost ... but specialized problems in measurement are
solved everyday with new and different instruments.

Former design of
magnet assembly
using Alnico II.

before

here's how Marion cut magnet costs 1/3
...and built a better meter!
Marion Electrical Instrument Company,prominent meter
manufacturer, embarked on a plan of redesigning their
meters to give improved service. The Marion Meter,
Model 53RN shown here, is a good example of what is
being accomplished.
In redesigning their instruments, Marion worked
closely with Crucible magnet specialists. The recommendation was made to change from Alnico II to Alnico
V for the magnetic alloy used in the meter's D'Arsonval
movement. Then the magnet itself was redesigned. The
overall effect was to reduce the weight of the magnet by
13 ... and increase the gap flux density
35%,cut the. cost /
which resulted in a 15% increase in the torque of the
movement.The illustration shows the old and new design.
This development is typical of how Crucible is working to increase measuring efficiency with permanent alnico
magnets. Have you a magnet application we can cut costs
on by IA?

magnet data
book available

Note how redesigned magnet is
made lighter because of reductions
in area. The change
from Alnico II to
Alnico V with this
design improved
flux density.

after

CRUCIBLE
523€41/

Marion Meter,
Model 53RN.

Since the advent of the
alnico market in 1936,
Crucible has pioneered in
the design and development of special magnet
alloys. Send for your copy
of Crucible's "PERMANENT
MAGNET DESIGN". This booklet points out design
factors in the selection of alnico magnets. CRUCIBLE
STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, Chrysler Building,
New York 17, New York.

first name in special purpose steels

c7W szielmati

Midland Works, Midland, Pa. • Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. • Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. • Spring Works. Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool. Ohio • Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. • Trent Tube Company. East Troy, Wisconsin
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Left to right—C. Mead Hawkins, U. of Toledo, B.S., Mechanical Engineering 1948, M. H. Thomas, Kansas State College,
B.S., Mechanical Engineering 1939 and V. W. Peterson, B.S., Mechanical Engineering, Rose Polytechnic Institute.

•V. W.(Pete) Peterson, who was graduated
from Rose Polytechnic Institute in 1939, is one
of the modern day pioneers in the design of jet
and turbo prop engines. His particular job is to
supervise a group of engineers responsible for
the basic detail design of reduction gear boxes
and extension shaft systems for Allison Turbo.
Prop Aircraft Engines.
Each engine consists ofa pair ofturbine power
sections which revolve at more than 14,000
r.p.m. Two extension shafts transmit this high
rotative speed to a gear box which reduces the
shaft speed in the order of 16 to 1 to drive two
contra-rotating co-axial propellers. Some airplane installations require extension shafts as
much as 14 feet long.Thus,the problem is more

than harnessing the engine output of 5500
horsepower to a propeller. The long shafts,
rotating at high speeds, must be delicately balanced with flexible bearing mounts so they will
not set up destructive vibration even though
they are subject to many kinds of bending and
twisting motions through various attitudes of
flight.
This is another of the interesting problems at
Allison which represent a challenge and an opportunity for young engineers. Every day men
at Allison are making a new contribution to the
science of jet engines. And,at the same time they
are adding to their own experience in a field
which offers life-time careers for qualified young
men.

7"071 DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION • Indianapolis, Ind.
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft ...
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . .. DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application.
Page 38
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THE DU PONT

DIGEST
J. D. McHugh (at right), B.S. in M.E.,
Rochester '50, and draftsman discuss working
drawings for plant equipment improvement.

"
i
PodS
for NM'S

Du Pont's manufacturing side offers opportunity to mechanical engineers
The young mechanical engineer interested in production finds plenty
of opportunity at Du Pont. His skills
are in great demand because so many
ofthis Company's products are made
in equipment which must operate
continuously on automatic controls.
Morethan halfofDu Pont's M.E.'s
are currently engaged in some phase
of production work. There are three
main categories.
1. MAINTENANCE SUPERVISION. Resourcefulness and initiative are
needed in men selected for this work.
Among their many duties are the
scheduling of preventive maintenance and emergency repairs to minimize down time, suggesting equipment improvements to reduce the
maintenance load, and estimating
costs of changes or major repairs.

Normally, the supervisor establishes maintenance procedures, di-

rects transfer of personnel from one
group or area to another, and assigns
duties. He sets up office and field
work methods and controls the supplies of spare parts and stores.
The importance of this work is
emphasized in some Du Pont plants
where more men are needed to maintain the equipment than to operate
it. At one plant, the division maintenance superintendent, a man with
several years experience behind him,
is responsible for 1,500 pieces of
equipment and 100 miles of pipe. He
has 120 men under him, including
10 foremen.
2.PRODUCTION SUPERVISION.Other

mechanical engineers at Du Pont
use their knowledge of mechanical equipment in solving production
problems. They must see that raw
materials are on hand, that maximum yields are obtained with minimum loss,and that the products meet

rigid specifications. In addition, they
must train men in proper equipment
operation and maintain good personnel relations.
One area supervisor, also an experienced man, usually has charge of
from 125 to 150 people, including 6
to 10 foremen.

Keeping compressors in top running condition is a typical maintenance-group problem.
TECHNICAL. Other
M.E.'s at Du Pont are assigned to
the teams of plant technical men responsible for process and production
improvements. In this work, they
help solve problems on machine design,strength of materials,controlinstruments, packing materials for
high-pressure equipment, etc.
Actually—in maintenance, production and development—the possibilities are almost unlimited at
Du Pont for the M.E. who likes the
manufacturing side of industry.

3. PLANT

HAVE YOU seen "Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont"? 32 pages of facts
about opportunities for mechanical engineers. For copy, write: 2521 Nemours
Building, Wilmington, Delaware.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Production supervisor T. B. Kelly (at left), B.S. in M.E.,
Cornell, checks bagging and shipping schedule with operator

NOVEMBER, 1952

Listen to "Cavalcade of America." Tuesday Nights on
NBC—See It Every Other Wednesday on NBC TV
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S4
By John Voelker, Sr. m.e.
John Simpson, Sr. c.e., and Dick Bosshardt, soph. m.e.
Here's to the civil lying on the
floor; he tried to slam a swinging
door!
* * * * *
Guide: "We are now passing the
largest brewery in the state."
Bernie: "Why?"
* * * *
"Mother, remember what you
told me about the shortest way to
a man's heart?"
"Yes, dear."
"Well, last night I found a new
way."
* * * * *
I told him I worshipped my figure
and he tried to embrace my religion.
* * * * *
Censor: "Let's not have any
more jokes about sex, drinking, or
profanity."
Feature Ed.: "Okay, I'm tired
of putting out this magazine too."
* * * * *
Little Miss Muffet decided to rough
it
•
In a cabin quite old and medieval.
A bounder espied her and plied her
with cider
And now she's the forest prime evil.
* * * * *
Co-ed: "Mary, why is it that you
have so many boy friends?"
Mary: "I give up."
* * * * *
He who laughs last has found a
double meaning.
* * * * *
Then there was the butcher who
accidently backed into a meat
grinder and got a little behind in
his orders.
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A mountaineer assisted a callow
Perfect Squelch: Wolf to girl on
into the doctor's office. "Can
youth
corner: Hijah. I'm driving West.
fix
up my son-in-law," he
you
Vice versa: How nice. Bring me
shot him in the leg and
"I
asked.
back an orange.
wounded him up some."
* * * * *
"Shame on you," said the doc,
1953 Fashion Note: Women will
your own son-in-law."
"shooting
wear same thing in brassieres.
"Oh, he warn't my son-in-law
* * * * *
him."
A pessimist is one who thinks when I shot
*
*
*
*
all women are immoral.
Overjoyed at the news that he
An optimist is one who merely
was the father of triplets, an exhopes so.
cited father rushed down to the
*
*
*
*
*
hospital and without waiting for
In answer to an advertisement
any ceremony dashed pellmell into
for a "young college graduate or
the delivery room.
equivalent," the following reply
"Wait a minute, sir!" the shockwas sent: "When you speak of an
ed nurse shouted at him. "You
equivalent, do you mean two State
can't go in there now, with your
men or an RPI man half time?"
clothes
full of germs! You're not
* * * * *
sterile!"
In the days of Queen Elizabeth
"You're telling me!" shouted the
'Us said, some of the ladies of the
father.
court liked to curl up with a good
* * * * *
book, while others preferred inA newly created pater received
dividual pages.
the glad tidings in a telegram:
* * * * *
"Hazel gave birth to a 7 lb. girl
A Texan entered a saloon with this morning; both doing well." On
his wife and six-year old boy; and the message was a sticker reading:
ordered two double straight whis- "When you want a boy call
keys.
Western Union."
"Hey, Pa," said the kid. "Ain't
* * * * *
Ma drinking?"
When Clare Booth Luce visited
* * * * *
George Bernard Shaw in London,
Young Husband:: "This pie is she found him writing as she enburnt. Send it back to the store." tered.
Young Wife: "I didn't buy it.
"Mr. Shaw," began Mrs. Luce,
It's my own cremation."
trying to flatter him into thinking
* * * * *
she had come to Europe for the
Sweet Adeline is the bottle hymn sole purpose of seeing him, "you
of the republic.
are the only reason I am standing
* * * * *
here."
Sign in bar: Please don't stand
Shaw replied, "Who'd you say
while the room is in motion.
your mother was, my child?"
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Photography•..
an able helper all
through engineerin
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in the laboratory, in the drafting room, on
ollikifillitalkos
the production line, photography has become
a most important tool. It records fleeting instrument traces for study. It examines metal structure
through electron micrography, x-ray diffraction, and
microradiography.
The use of photography in engineering, business, and
industry is increasing steadily. This has led graduates in the
physical sciences and in engineering to find positions with
the Eastman Kodak Company. If you are interested,
write to Business and Technical Personnel Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress

These traces provide helicopter engineers
with information about blade stresses during
Hight. Strain gages pick up bending at
different locations. Photography with its
perfect memory catches the whole story
as fast as it happens.

MY QUESTION TO THE GE STUDENT INFORMATION PANEL:

"What is General Electric's policy on
employment in light of the draft?"
... John C. Bennett. University of Rochester, 1953

The answers to John Bennett's question - - excerpts taken from the panel discussion - - are given below.
R. J. CANNING, Business Training Department . . .
Basically, the Company is interviewing and considering
college students for employment without regard to their
draft status. We're not passing over men because they are
eligible for the draft—we're hiring them if they have the
qualifications we want in our employees. We are looking
at the area of employment on a long-range basis, and we
think we are going to carry a perpetual inventory of men
in the armed forces for a considerable period of time. It's
true we lose some men, but we get many back, and with
this in mind our policy is based on personal qualifications,
not on draft eligibility.

M. M. BORING, Engineering Services Division . . .
Whether or not you are called into military service
you can reasonably expect to follow your profession for
approximately 30 or 40 years. Your solution to the many
problems, such as this one, which arise during your entire
productive period, will be a lifetime undertaking. A period
spent serving your country in a military way will represent
a relatively small part of your total professional life. The
way you handle a problem such as this, and the information you get to help in its solution, will determine to
a large extent your ability to handle future problems.
Now, where does General Electric stand in regard to
this draft situation? This is our policy. Regardless of
J. L. MICHAELSON, General Engineering Laboratory military status, we desire to interview all students who
... We are experiencing a growing appreciation of the are interested in our Company. And, irrespective of miliimportance of an adequate supply of well-trained pro- tary status, we will make employment offers to all who
fessional people to this country s immediate and future have the qualifications we are looking for, and whom we
welfare. Although this situation creates excellent oppor- would like to have become members of the General
tunities for you students for future employment, the Electric family. If any of these people are called into
draft may leave you plagued by uncertainty for the service before starting work with us, business conditions
present. But, remember this, we are not only considering permitting, our offers will be waiting for them when they
college people for employment entirely for the year 1952. return. Those with us before being called into service
We are also thinking ahead to the years '54,'55, and '56, will maintain continuity, and, barring unforeseen circumand if we find a good man now, knowing he is going into stances, will be assured of employment upon return.
military service, we will still make long-range employment
Following World War II we did not have to go back
plans for him. We still would like to have him come with on a single promise. When the present world situation is
us after he has completed his military service.
concluded we hope our record will remain the same.
Do you have a question—or seek further information? If so, write to
College Editor, Dept. 221-6, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y.
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